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The luminosity of photon beams at the future γγ-colliders [1, 2] will be measured using
the well-known QED reactions of light lepton pairs creation (γγ → l+l− [3], γγ → 4l [4]
and others [1, 5]). It turned out, that in the experiments using beams of similar helicity
(total helicity of γγ-system J = 0) the most of these processes are greatly suppressed and
can’t be used. However these experiments are extremely significant for the light Higgs boson
searching [1].
It was shown [5] that the process of bremsstrahlung γγ → l+l−γ can be used successfully
for the luminosity measurement in the experiments with J=0-beams.
The analysis performed in ref. [5] is based on the method of helicity amplitudes [7] and
the masses of leptons were neglected. Indeed, the mass of muon (and electron as well) is
about 104 times smaller than the experimental energies. But the energies of final particles
in considering kinematics can be small enough (down to 1GeV ) when they are compared to
muon mass. The cross section of process at this edge of kinematical regions can also be very
large. It can lead to the uncertainties in calculations (see our previous paper [5]).
In this paper the process γγ → l+l−γ is analysed on a tree level for the fixed lepton
mass. The fixed-mass calculations are performed precisely and the finite lepton mass was
kept throughout the analysis. The results are compared to ref. [5].
We consider the process
γ(p1, λ1) + γ(p2, λ2)→ l(p1′, e1′) + l¯(p2′, e2′) + γ(k, λk).
The notations are similar to ones used in ref. [5]. We denote the c.m.s. energy squared
by s = (p1 + p2)
2 = 2 p1 ·p2 , the final-state photon energy by w. For the differential cross-
section we introduce the normalized final-state photon energy (c.m.s. is used) x = w/
√
s.
The differential cross section dσ/dx appears to be the energy spectrum of final-state photons.
Since the final-state polarizations can’t be measured we summarize over all the final
particles helicities. The integration over the phase space of final particles is performed
numerically using the Monte-Carlo method [8].
According to [5] we introduce the set of restrictions on the parameters of final particles.
The events are not detected if energies and angles are below the corresponding threshold
values. We use the following restrictions on the phase-space of final particles [1]:
• Minimum final-state photon energy: ωcut,
• Minimum fermions energy: Ef,cut,
• Minimum angle between any final and any initial particles (polar angle cut): Θcut,
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• Minimum angle between any pair of final particles: ϕcut.
The graphs presented below are similar to ones introduced in paper [5], but calculated
using precise formulae. For each plot we introduce the graph for relative correction
δ = σm/σ0 − 1.
All the plots are composed for process γγ → µµ¯γ.
It was discovered that the relative corrections for the total cross sections at considering
cuts are at the level of 1%.
The corrections to the differential cross sections are also small except the single points,
where it can rise up to 100%. The high errors occur in the J=0 energy plot near the w → 0
limit and in some of angular spectra of final particles.
Consider the graph 5 in details. It is the plot for the differential cross section on the
angle between the final photon and the hardest muon. The kinematical restriction on the
lower edge of this graph is defined by formula
ϕmin(γ, µhard) =
pi
2
+ arcsin
(
ωcut/
√
(E − ωcut)2 − 4m2
)
.
The higher cut on the final photon energy leads to the higher minimal angle between photon
and hard muon. It means that all the events near the left edge of graph have the energy of
final photon close to ωcut. Hence if the ωcut is small enough (when compared to muon mass)
the left edge of plot should outbreak the high error in massless calculations.
Due to small value of mass contribution we do not present any angular spectra for J=2
beams as well as plots for angle between soft muon and photon for J=0 beams. The finite
muon mass affects significantly only the edges of that plots.
Although the correction on the plots 1 and 5 is high, the differential cross section value
at the point of peak is small and does not affect the total cross section.
The calculations similar to ones made by us in ref. [5] were recently performed in ref. [9].
But it turned out that it is impossible to compare these results since the numerical results
or analysis of any kind are absent in ref. [9].
Thus we can conclude that massless analysis is applicable for 1%-level estimations of the
γγ → µµ¯γ process except for some narrow regions of spectra of final particles.
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Fig. 1. Energy spectra of final photon (J = 0,
√
s = 120GeV , wcut = 1GeV , Ecut = 1GeV ,
Θcut=7
o, ϕcut=3
o).
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra of final photon (J = 2,
√
s = 120GeV , wcut = 1GeV , Ecut = 1GeV ,
Θcut=7
o, ϕcut=3
o).
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Fig. 3. Total cross section at J = 0 and J = 2 and their ratio (
√
s = 120GeV , Ecut = 1GeV ,
Θcut=7
o, ϕcut=3
o) at different cuts on the final-state photon energy.
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Fig. 4. Relative mass contributions to total cross sections at different cuts on the final-state
photon energy.
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Fig. 5. Angular spectrum of final particles,
√
s = 120GeV , wcut = 1GeV , Ecut = 1GeV ,
Θcut=7
o, ϕcut=3
o.
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Fig. 6. Angular spectrum of final particles,
√
s = 120GeV , wcut = 20GeV , Ecut = 5GeV ,
Θcut=7
o, ϕcut=30
o.
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ωcut, GeV Ef,cut, GeV Θcut,
0 ϕcut,
0 σJ=0, pb δ
mass
J=0 , % σJ=2, pb δ
mass
J=0 , %
1 1 5 3 1.357 -0.42 21.065 -0.15
1 1 7 3 1.071 -0.24 18.248 -0.15
1 1 10 3 0.799 -0.13 15.288 -0.15
1 1 7 5 1.066 -0.25 15.789 -0.07
1 1 7 10 1.046 -0.26 12.472 -0.03
1 1 7 30 0.879 -0.17 7.157 -0.02
10 1 7 3 1.069 -0.28 6.718 -0.34
10 1 7 10 1.044 -0.23 4.677 -0.07
10 1 7 30 0.878 -0.19 2.843 -0.03
10 1 5 10 1.312 -0.48 5.474 -0.08
10 1 10 10 0.784 -0.16 3.848 -0.06
20 1 7 3 1.052 -0.30 3.789 -0.57
20 1 7 10 1.027 -0.31 2.690 -0.12
20 5 7 10 0.876 -0.005 2.561 -0.04
20 5 5 30 0.899 -0.01 1.905 -0.03
Fig. 7. Total cross sections of γγ → l+l−γ for different cuts and relative mass contributions
at
√
s = 120GeV .
